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Upcoming Events:

April 16, 2024- OCA update & Contract Law- 

May 18-22- CFMA National Conference- Grapevine, TX

July 8- Golf Outing- Jefferson Country Club- Save the Date! 
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Register for the 4/16 event here!

CFMA National Conference

Save the Date!
May 18-22, 2024

https://cfma.us19.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3c9deeb679f60e71a4ff8f3dd&id=c45041fd26&e=a94b77d4fb


Gaylord Texan Resort & Convention Center
Grapevine, Texas

For more info, click here!
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Welcome to our new member!



CFMA Nano Learning Series



CFMA Nano Learning Series

Imagine that you're in a crucial financial meeting about a recent project where you realize your

cash flow is suddenly under pressure, and you can't afford any delays that might jeopardize your

project's progress. Your team is hustling to find the right solutions, and you're actively seeking

strategies to keep your projects on track while optimizing cash flow.

CFMA's brand-new Construction Cash Management Nano Learning Series is your game-changer

in this cash flow challenge! Whether you're a seasoned professional in the construction industry or

just starting out, this innovative series is finely crafted to equip you with the skills and insights you

need to navigate cash management challenges effectively.

Click here to learn more!

General Member Communication:

To help lift our General Members, we are excited to announce the creation of a

private chat group exclusively for General Members.  We believe this will provide

a dedicated space for meaningful conversations, idea sharing, and collaboration. 

The private chat group will be a GroupMe platform where construction finance

leaders can connect on a more personal level to share and support each other.  If
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you are a General Member and interested in joining this exclusive chat group,

click on the link below:

https://groupme.com/contact/118574029/COMYhVIl

 

CFMA Articles:

Software as a Service Is Maturing to Better Serve Construction

by: Jay Snyder

Like most sweeping generalizations, “the construction industry is slow to adopt technology” can’t

possibly reflect an entire, complex industry.

When it comes to construction, tech providers historically have favored only the largest builders —

but digital tech is maturing and becoming more accessible across the industry, which has forced

providers into reevaluating how they price and package the tech.

This article discusses current software as a service (SaaS) pricing structures and packaging and

why more flexibility for both is needed for the construction industry. Hear from industry peers and

SaaS providers about how they view the highly segmented construction market. The good news

for small- to medium-sized builders is that there is now more flexibility than ever in how to acquire

technology.

 

Current SaaS Pricing & Packaging
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“The differences between a large specialty contractor and a small general contractor are so vast

they may as well be in completely different industries,” says Bill Wagner, President of Penta

Technologies.

Early adopters of new technology tend to be mature companies or enterprises with large budgets

and scale. They have the infrastructure to pilot new tech with minimal risk. If it doesn’t work out,

they move on to other solutions. And successful pilots, often subsidized by tech startups hungry for

new customers, later lead to bigger, full-priced implementations.    

Eventually, those winning solutions mature, evolve, and take on different forms or packages. The

tech companies eventually develop new pricing models or add new features that extend their

appeal to different segments and become accessible to companies of all sizes that want the same

benefits as their larger competitors.

Click here to learn more!

Cost Control & Spend Management in Office & Field

by Jason Keen, Joe Turner
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Three key financial business drivers work together to drive a company’s profitability and
viability — revenue, cost, and cash. A successful company aligns all parts of its

business around maximizing revenue and cash while simultaneously controlling cost.

This article discusses best practices for controlling cost and how the two major areas of
a construction company — the office and the field — align to make it happen.

Key Factors for the Office

The office has five major factors tied to cost.

Pay on Time

It is important to view vendors as partners and pay them on time. If paid late, they could
begin to remove discounts, increase costs, or even decide to stop selling to your

company, which can drastically hinder profitability and success.

Reduce Risk

A contractor’s administrative team should also focus on reducing the risk of overpaying
vendors by only paying what they are owed and when they are owed. Strong controls

on cost and process can help achieve this objective.
 

Prevent Fraud

Having effective controls in place can provide checks and balances to ensure money is
leaving the company correctly. Without proper controls, payment may be made to

vendors for more than the value owed, or, in a worst-case scenario, for amounts not
due at all. Controls help to better manage how cash leaves the company to maximize

cash flow and increase the company’s value over time.

Add Profit & Value

Administrative departments seek ways to not only be a cost center, but also bring value
and additional profit to the business. Proper planning and leveraging of cost controls will

help add that value.

Manage Cash

Construction financial professionals know that cash is king. A company may be highly
profitable, but if it doesn’t have enough cash, it can still face bankruptcy. Collecting

billings is a major part of the cash flow cycle; however, controlling when cash goes out
of the business in parallel with collecting accounts through a quality process is crucial.

Click to learn more!
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Construction + Suicide Prevention: 10 Action Steps Companies

Can Take to Save Lives

by: Sally Spencer-Thomas

Why a Comprehensive Approach Is Needed to Change Life-Threatening

Problems

The construction industry is at heightened risk for mental health problems, substance abuse, and

suicide. These conditions can be devastating to employees and their families, and can be very

costly and disruptive to workplaces. For these reasons, a comprehensive and sustained strategy

for mental health promotion and suicide prevention is needed. This guide is a call to action for all

those ready to implement tactics to improve the mental health of their employees and ultimately

save lives. 

The Upstream, Midstream, Downstream Parable

Imagine you are walking along a river and hear a cry for help from someone drowning. You are

startled but energized as you dive into the water to save him. Using all of your strength, you pull



him to shore and start administering CPR. Your adrenaline is racing as he starts to regain

consciousness.

Just as you are about get back on your feet, another frantic call comes from the river. You can’t

believe it! You dive back into the river and pull out a woman who also needs life-saving care. Now

a bit frazzled but still thrilled that you have saved two lives in one day, you mop the sweat from

your brow.

When you turn around, however, you see more drowning people coming down the river, one after

another. You shout out to all the other people around you to help. Now there are several people in

the river with you – pulling drowning people out left and right.

One of the rescuers swims out to the drowning group and tries to start teaching them how to tread

water. This strategy helps some, but not all. Everyone looks at each other, completely

overwhelmed, wondering when this will stop.

Finally, you stand up and start running upstream. Another rescuer glares at you and shouts,

“Where are you going? There are so many people drowning; we need everyone here to help!” To

which you reply, “I’m going upstream to find out why so many people are falling into the river.”

When it comes to suicide prevention and mental health promotion, most of the focus is on pulling

people out of the water. Many find themselves exhausted while resources are depleted, and

everyone keeps throwing in the life preservers and performing other heroic deeds.

Upstream interventions – like shifting culture, promoting wellness, and making environmental

changes – can help prevent people from falling into the stream in the first place. If we are only

focused on the downstream rescue, then we will never get ahead of all the crises demanding our

attention.

We must find a balance between upstream, midstream, and downstream approaches.

Click here to learn more.

Central Ohio Chapter

Sponsorship Opportunities
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Did you know???

Columbus wasn't the original capital of Ohio! 
 

 

When Ohio obtained its statehood in 1803, Columbus hadn’t

been built yet. Chillicothe, a modest city on the Scioto River,

was the original state capital. The seat of government

temporarily moved to Zanesville in 1810 before

Chillicothe regained its capital city status three years later.
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